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Abstract

Integral quadratic constraints (IQCs) are used in system theory to model nonlinear phenomena within the framework of linear feedback
control. IQC theory addresses parametric robustness, saturation effects, sector nonlinearities, passivity, and much else. In IQC analysis specially
structured linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) arise and are currently addressed by structure exploiting LMI solvers. Controller synthesis under
IQC constraints is nonconvex and much harder and has been attempted sporadically by global optimization techniques such as branch and
bound, cutting plane or D-K-type coordinate descent ideas. Here, we revisit IQC theory and propose a completely different algorithmic
solution based on local and nonsmooth optimization methods. This is less ambitious than global methods, but is very promising in practice. Our
approach, while aiming high at IQC synthesis, offers new answers even for IQC analysis, because we optimize without Lyapunov variables.
For high-order systems this leads to a significant reduction of the number of unknowns.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Notation

Let Rn"m be the space of n " m matrices, equipped with
the corresponding scalar product #X, Y $=Tr(XTY ), where XT

is the transpose of the matrix X, Tr(X) its trace. For an ar-
bitrary square matrix M, tril(M) is used to denote a matrix
with the same nonstrict lower triangle as M and zeros else-
where. For complex matrices XH stands for its transconju-
gate. For Hermitian or symmetric matrices, X % Y means that
X & Y is positive definite, X!Y that X & Y is positive semi-
definite. We use the symbol !1 to denote the maximum eigen-
value of a symmetric or Hermitian matrix. We use concepts
from nonsmooth analysis covered by [9]. For a locally Lips-
chitz function f : Rn ' R, !f (x) denotes its Clarke sub-
differential at x.
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1. Introduction

In many control applications stability and performance have
to be guaranteed in the presence of uncertainties or distortions
introduced by nonlinear system components. These are due to
the fact that model equations are not perfectly known or do
not fully reflect reality. The present paper discusses integral
quadratic constraints (IQCs) as an appropriate response to these
uncertainties and proposes an efficient algorithmic framework
for analysis and synthesis under IQC constraints. To begin with,
we consider the robust control problem of an uncertain plant
in linear fractional transformation (LFT) form:
!
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w" = "(z"), (1)

where " is an uncertain continuous nonlinear operator. Here,
we are using the following notation: x ( Rn is the state of the
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system, u ( Rm2 the control, w ( Rm1 the exogenous input,
z ( Rp1 the performance variable, y ( Rp2 the measurement
and (w", z") ( Rm" "Rp" represents the uncertainty channel.
We assume that all admissible " satisfy an IQC defined by
#" = #H

", that is,

' +)
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)
d$"0, (2)

for all square integrable signals z". We further assume that
performance is expressed by the channel (w, z) through the
IQC defined by #p = #H

p
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d$#0 (3)

for all square integrable signals w. Note that #" and #p are
called multipliers and are for the moment restricted to constant
Hermitian matrices. Extensions to general dynamic multipliers
#(j$) are considered in Section 4.4.

The robust control problem now requires finding a linear
time-invariant output feedback controller

K(s) = CK(sI & AK)&1BK + DK, AK ( Rk"k , (4)

for the uncertain plant (1), such that the following conditions
are satisfied:

(i) The closed-loop system (1), (4) is internally stable for all
admissible " in (2).

(ii) Performance condition (3) holds for all admissible " in (2).
Here k is the order of the controller, and the possibility k = 0
of a static controller K(s) = DK is included. Let us introduce
the closed-loop transfer matrix

T (s, K) =
(
T""(s, K) T"w(s, K)

Tz"(s, K) Tzw(s, K)

)

:=
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+++-
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= C(K)xc! + D(K)
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w

)
,

(5)

where state-space data A(K), B(K), C(K) and D(K) de-
termine the closed-loop system (1) and (4) with the "-loop
w" = "(z") still open. Here closed-loop data are given as

A(K) := A + B2KC2, B(K) := B1 + B2KD21,

C(K) := C1 + D12KC2, D(K) := D11 + D12KD21, (6)

with

A :=
(
A 0

0 0k

)
, B1 :=

(
B" B1

0 0

)
, B2 :=

( 0 B2

Ik 0

)
,

C1 :=
(
C" 0

C1 0

)
, D11 : =

(
D"" D"1

D1" D11

)
,

D12 :=
(0 D"2

0 D12

)
, C2 :=

( 0 Ik

C2 0

)
,

D21 :=
( 0 0

D2" D21

)
, K :=

(
AK BK

CK DK

)
. (7)

Then we have the following fundamental fact, see [15,18] for
details.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose K is closed-loop stabilizing, i.e. A(K)

is Hurwitz. Then the robust performance conditions (i) and (ii)
hold for all " satisfying the IQC defined by #" provided the
following frequency domain inequality (FDI) is satisfied:

F(K, #; j$) :=
(
T (j$, K)

I

)H

#
(
T (j$, K)

I

)
* 0

+$ ( [0, )], (8)

where

Inequality (8) is known as the robust performance FDI, see
[18]. It strongly suggests introducing the nonsmooth function

f (K, #) := !1,)
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, (9)

and considering the optimization program

minimize f (K, #)

subject to # ( !

K is closed-loop stabilizing, (10)

which is then minimized until a value f (K, #) < 0 is found.
Notice that ! denotes a convex cone of appropriate multipliers
# describing the uncertainty " and will be specified later.

We will now address the following questions. How to com-
pute the function value of f? How to compute Clarke subgra-
dients of f? And finally, how to generate descent steps in order
to decrease the value of f below 0? Notice that our approach
to minimizing f until a negative value occurs is based on a lo-
cal optimization paradigm. In consequence, we may occasion-
ally end up with a local minimum of (10) whose value is , 0,
meaning failure to solve the control problem. In this case the
method has to be restarted with a different initial seed.

A special case of program (10) is robustness analysis, where
K is held fixed. The question is then whether the closed-loop
system achieves the robust performance #p, that is, whether
(i) and (ii) hold uniformly for all admissible ". This problem
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is easier, being convex in the decision variable #". Currently
analysis problems are solved by tailored interior point methods
for LMIs arising from the Kalman–Yakubovich–Popov lemma
[22,11]. Even in that case we propose to change strategy and
proceed via (10), because this avoids Lyapunov variables. The
reduction in the number of unknowns may be dramatic for
systems with large state dimension n.

2. Computing !1,!

Introducing the semi-infinite objective function f (K, #)

avoids the use of Lyapunov variables, but seems to pose a new
major problem. Namely, program (10) is now semi-infinite,
and such programs are often difficult since discretization has
to be used, which leads back to a large number of unknowns.
Fortunately, our situation is different, because there is an ef-
ficient way to compute the function value f (x) for a given
datum x = (K, #).

During the following we shall write F(K, #; j$) for the
FDI in (8), so that f (K, #)=max$([0,)]!1(F (K, #; j$)). We
start by explaining how the function value is computed by an
iterative procedure introduced by Boyd et al. [6,7].

Note first that the estimate f (K, #) < ! is equivalent to the
following frequency domain test:

(
(j$I&A(K))&1B(K)

I

)H

%
(
(j$I&A(K))&1B(K)

I

)
* 0

+$ ( [0, )],

where

% : =
(C(K) D(K)

0 I
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#H
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0 I

)
.

We can now infer from spectral factorization theory [25, p. 350]
that f (K, #) < ! holds if and only if %22 * 0 and the matrix

0
A(K) & B(K)%&1

22 %H
12 &B(K)%&1

22 B(K)T

&(%11 & %12%&1
22 %H

12) &(A(K) & B(K)%&1
22 %H

12)
H

1

has no eigenvalue on jR+. Similarly to the computation of the
H) norm, this important result can be exploited to construct a
quadratically convergent algorithm to compute f (K, #) [16].
As our testing in [2,3] shows, the function value f (K, #) can
be computed very efficiently even for high-order systems. The
algorithm from [16] not only computes the function value, it
also provides the set of active frequencies:

Definition. The set &(K, #)={$ ( [0, )] : !1(F (K, #; j$))

=f (K, #)} is called the set of active frequencies at x=(K, #).

This information will be crucial during the next sections.

3. Ingredients from nonsmooth analysis

In order to prepare our nonsmooth descent technique to min-
imize f (K, #), we need to show how to compute derivative
information for f. To this aim, we shall repeatedly invoke the
concept of active frequencies defined above. The following can
be found in [5,6]:

Lemma 3.1. For fixed K, #, the set &(K, #) of active fre-
quencies is either finite, or &(K, #) = [0, )].

The following result is useful for computing Clarke subgra-
dients of the nonsmooth f = !1,) - F .

Lemma 3.2. f =!1,) -F is regular in the sense of Clarke [9].

Proof. f = !1,) - F is a composite function of !1,), which
is nonsmooth but convex, and the smooth nonlinear operator
F, mapping the space RN with N = dim(K) + dim(#) to the
infinite dimensional space C(j[0, )], H) of continuous func-
tions j[0, )] ' H, where H is the space of Hermitian matri-
ces of appropriate dimension. f is therefore regular in the sense
of Clarke [9]. $

These lemmas make it possible to give a full description of
the subdifferential of f. We start by characterizing the subdif-
ferential !!1,)(') at a given ' ( C(j[0, )], H).

Proposition 3.3. Let ' ( C(j[0, )], H), and suppose the set
&(') of active frequencies at ':

&(') : ={$ ( [0, )] : !1,)(') = !1('(j$))}
is finite. For every active frequency $ ( &('), let Q$ de-
note a matrix whose columns form an orthogonal basis of
the eigenspace of '(j$) associated with the largest eigenvalue
!1('(j$)) of '(j$). Then the subdifferential !!1,)(') of the
mapping !1,) at ' ( C(j[0, )], H) is the set of all linear
functionals (Y ( C(j[0, )], H)! of the form

(Y ()) =
2

$(&(')

Tr(Q$Y$QH
$)(j$)), ) ( C(j[0, )], H),

(11)

indexed by the family Y = (Y$)$(&('), where Y$ = Y H
$ !0 and3

$(&(')Tr(Y$) = 1.

Proof. This is established using subdifferential formulas for
!1 and the convex hull rule for max functions. The reader is
referred to [14,9] for details. $

Our next step is as follows. Given the subdifferential of !1,)
at '=F(K, #) ( C(j[0, )], H), we obtain the subdifferential
of f at x = (K, #) using the chain rule

!f (K, #) = F .(K, #)!!!1,)('),

where F .(K, #) is the Frechet derivative of F at (K, #),
and F .(K, #)! its adjoint, which we now need to compute.
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This may seem arduous at first, since the Banach space dual
C(j[0, )], H)! of C(j[0, )], H) does not have an easy to man-
age representation. Fortunately, we only need to know the ac-
tion of the adjoint F .(K, #)! on functionals of the special form
(Y in (11), and this is easily found. Indeed, the definition of
an adjoint gives

#F .(K, #)(*K, *#), (Y $ = #(*K, *#), F .(K, #)!((Y )$,
where the right-hand side is the standard scalar product in a
suitable matrix space. Put differently, writing F .(K, #)!((Y )=
(+Y , ,Y ), where +Y is a matrix compatible with K and ,Y a
matrix compatible with #, we have

#(*K, *#), (+Y , ,Y )$ = Tr(*KT+Y ) + Tr(*#H,Y ).

In order to pursue, we need the Frechet derivative F .(K, #).
For simplification purposes, we introduce the notations
(

T (K, s) G12(K, s)

G21(K, s) "

)

:=
(C(K)

C2

)
(sI & A(K))&1[B(K) B2]

+
(D(K) D12

D21 "

)
.

This leads to the following representation of F .:

F .(K, #)(*K, *#)

= (G12*KG21)
H#11T (K) + T (K)H#11G12*KG21

+ #H
12G12*KG21 + (G12*KG21)

H#12

+
(
T (K)

I

)H

*#
(
T (K)

I

)
, (12)

where the dependence on j$ has been omitted for simplicity.
With ' = F(K, #) and ) = F .(K, #)(*K, *#), we use for-

mula (11) to match coefficients in (Y ()) = Tr(*KT+Y ) +
Tr(*#H,Y ). This gives

+Y = 2
2

$(&(')

R(G21(j$)Q$Y$QH
$

" (T (j$, K)H#11 + #H
12)G12(j$))T (13)

and

,Y =
2

$(&(')

(
T (j$, K)

I

)
Q$Y$QH

$

(
T (j$, K)

I

)H

. (14)

We sum up our findings in the following

Theorem 3.4. Consider a stabilizing controller K, i.e. A(K)

is Hurwitz, and a multiplier #. Assume the set of ac-
tive frequencies &(K, #) for the FDI in (8) is finite. Then
the Clarke subdifferential !f (K, #) of f at (K, #) is the
set of subgradients {(+Y , ,Y ) : Y = (Y$)$(&(K,#), Y$ =
Y H

$ !0,
3

$(&(K,#)Tr(Y$) = 1}, where +Y is given by (13),
,Y by (14).

4. Applications

Note that the results in the previous section naturally ex-
tend to a wide variety of IQCs, including those with dy-
namic multipliers, as long as f has a composite structure
!1,) - F(K, #) where # gathers the multiplier or scaling,
the latter represented in a suitable finite basis. It is pos-
sible to extend the proposed framework to several synthe-
sis FDIs, because the maximum of a finite family of FDIs
!1,) - Fi(K, #) < 0, i = 1, . . . , q can be written as a single
FDI !1,) - diag(F1(K, #), . . . , Fq(K, #)) < 0.

In IQC analysis the composite function f = !1,) - F is
convex as a function of # alone and its subdifferential !f (#)

is the usual subdifferential of convex analysis [14]. Subgradient
information is again covered by (14), and could in principle
be used to find global linear lower bounds for FDI constraints
via cutting planes [16], but we do not follow this route in the
present work.

In synthesis, multipliers and controller variables are updated
simultaneously until satisfaction of the FDI in (8). In accor-
dance with [13], we advocate not to use D-K-type methods,
where K and # are updated alternatingly.

Finally, as already observed in our nonsmooth approach to
H) synthesis [2,3], specific structural constraints on the con-
troller can be easily incorporated in (10) by applying chain rules
to the subgradients. The reader is referred to [1] for details.

In the following, we investigate practically interesting
options for analysis and synthesis with IQCs.

4.1. IQC analysis

Nonsmooth results from Section 3 can be used to compute
the L2 gain or H) norm of a system or perform a passivity test.
In this situation, the uncertainty channel (w", z") is removed,
T = Tzw, and the multiplier # = #p is selected as

#p =
(-&1I 0

0 &-I

)
respectively #p =

(0 I

I 0

)
. (15)

Assume now for stability analysis that the system in (1) is
subject to time-invariant parametric uncertainties T = T"",
w" ="z", where " is a multiplication operator with the block-
diagonal structure

" = diag(. . . , *iI, . . . , "j , . . .) ( Rm""m" (16)

with normalization "T"%I . Then robust stability can be tested
using )-upper bound multipliers of the form

# = #" =
(

S (jG)H

jG &S

)

with S = SH % 0 and G = GH, where both S and G commute
with ". For simplicity of the exposition, we shall first consider
constant multipliers. The treatment of more complex multipli-
ers is deferred to Section 4.4. The subgradient formulas in The-
orem 3.4 must then be modified to cope with the particular
structure of # and with the extra constraint S % 0. We define
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S = ,,H where , is a lower-triangular Cholesky factor of S.
This leads to

*# =
(,(*,)H + (*,),H (j*G)H

j*G &,(*,)H & (*,),H

)
.

Substitution of this expression into the general formula (12),
using Theorem 3.4 and the identities

Tr(MNH + MHN) = 2 Tr(RMRNT + IMINT)

Tr(MLT) = Tr(tril(M)LT),

which hold for arbitrary complex M, N and lower-triangular L
yields the sought formulas. Subgradients with respect to R(,)

and I(,) are obtained respectively as tril(RU) and tril(IU)

where

U := 2
2

$(&(,,G)

T (j$, K)Q$Y$QH
$T (j$, K)H,

& Q$Y$QH
$,. (17)

Subgradients with respect to RG and IG are obtained respec-
tively as &(IV +I(V )T) andRV &R(V )T with the definition

V :=
2

$(&(,,G)

T (j$, K)Q$Y$QH
$.

As before, &(,, G) is the set of active frequencies for given
, and G, the family Y is as in Theorem 3.4. For time-varying
uncertainties with arbitrarily fast variations w" = "(t)z", the
associate multiplier is real

# :=
(

S .

.T &S

)
,

where as before S = ,,T % 0 and .T = &.. Subgradients are
readily inferred from the complex case. For ,, the subgradi-
ents are tril(RU) with U defined in (17). For ., we get the
subgradients RV &R(V )T where V is as described above.

4.2. H) and positive real syntheses

H) and positive real syntheses are special instances where
the uncertainty channel is removed, T =Tzw, and where #=#p

is chosen as in (15). For H) synthesis we obtain the subgra-
dients with respect to K

(Y = 2/-
2

$(&(K)

R(G21(j$)Q$Y$QH
$ T (j$, K)H G12(j$))T,

which is consistent with the results already derived in [3].

4.3. Robust synthesis

The above reasoning is easily generalized to robust L2-
gain synthesis with structured parametric uncertainties. Again

with constant multipliers we have

(18)

Clarke subgradients with respect to K are obtained from (13)
and the definition in (18). Partial subgradients with respect to
the multiplier are easily inferred from (17) and the partitioning
in (5). They are tril(RU) and tril(IU) for the subgradients with
respect to R(,) and I(,), where S = ,,H and

U := 2
2

$(&(,,G,K)

[T"" T"w]Q$Y$QH
$[T"" T"w]H,

& [I 0]Q$Y$QH
$[I 0]H,.

Subgradients with respect to RG and IG are obtained respec-
tively as &(IV +I(V )T) andRV &R(V )T with the definition

V :=
2

$(&(,,G,K)
[T"" T"w]Q$Y$QH

$[I 0]H.

Note that &(,, G, K) is the set of active frequencies for a given
triple (,, G, K).

Clearly, the above analysis is applicable to more general
hybrid block-diagonal operators " where each sub-block "i

satisfies an IQC defined by #i . The reader is referred to the
IQCs listed in [18] to enrich the discussion along this line.

4.4. Dynamic multipliers

To reduce conservatism in IQC analysis or synthesis it is pos-
sible to use dynamic multipliers. In this context #(s) is an un-
known function, and the problem is infinite dimensional, which
is not directly tractable. What hinders for infinite dimensional
#(s) are not the subgradient formulas, but the computation of
the function !1,) - F . The way out is to use finitely generated
multipliers, possibly of the form

#(s) = R(s)H(R(s), ( = (H, (19)

where R(s) is assumed to have a state-space realization
R(s) = CR(sI & AR)&1BR + DR and where (, the quadru-
ple (AR, BR, CR, DR) and the controller K are unknown.
The framework developed in Sections 2 and 3 applies and
differential information can be obtained.

We present an interesting alternative to (19), which is covered
by our technique, but in contrast is hardly accessible by state-
space methods which call for linear matrix inequalities (LMIs)
or BMIs. Fix a finite partition [0, )]=Ii/· · ·/I! into frequency
bands Ii and choose different constant multipliers #i on each Ii .
In other words, write a dynamic piecewise constant multiplier
#(s) = 3!

i=1#i/Ii
(s), where /Ii

is the indicatrix function of
the ith band. Then robust performance can be expressed as

Fi(K, #i; j$) :=
(
T (j$, K)

I

)H

#i

(
T (j$, K)

I

)
* 0

+$ ( Ii +i = 1, . . . , !.
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This is equivalent to

max
i=1,...,!

max
$(Ii

!1(Fi(K, #i; j$)) < 0.

We get a max function for which the Clarke gradient is com-
puted using the convex hull rule [9] and is similar in structure
to the Clarke gradient in Theorem 3.4. In this approach the fi-
nite basis is more natural than in (19). The procedure in Section
2 to compute function values and active frequencies works on
prescribed frequency intervals Ii just as well as on the whole
[0, )]. See [4] for a proposal on how this can be organized for
multiband H) synthesis.

5. Nonsmooth descent method

In this section we explain the basic mechanism of our de-
scent method. Due to the structure of the objective function
f = !1,) - F , it will be helpful to look at pure eigenvalue
optimization problems minx(Rn !1(F (x)). This class has been
studied by various authors, see e.g. [10,17,19–21]. We will ex-
tend a method developed by Helmberg et al. [12] for semidef-
inite programming (SDP) to address objective functions of the
form f = !1,) - F .

Definition. A mapping S : Rn " Rn ' Rn is called a descent
step generator with memory for the function f : Rn ' R if
the following are satisfied.

(i) If 0 /( !f (x), then f (S(x, g)) < f (x) for every g ( Rn.
(ii) Suppose 0 /( !f (x) and g ( Rn. Then there exists 0 > 0

and * > 0 such that for every x. ( B(x, 0) and g. ( B(g, 0)
we have f (S(x., g.))#f (x) & *.

We think of x as the current iterate, g the memory element,
reflecting for instance information from previous iterates, or a
subgradient at x aggregated over the past as in [12], and we call
S(x, g) the descent step generated at x, based on the information
in x and g.

Clearly condition (i) says that a descent step at x is always
possible (regardless of the information in g) as long as x is
not a critical point. For a first-order method, this is what we
expect. Condition (ii) is stronger than (i), but would follow
automatically from (i) if S(·, ·) was continuous. Since the latter
will not always be the case in practice, (ii) should be understood
as a weak form of continuity of S(·, ·).

Consider the following example of a memoryless descent
step generator for f of class C1,1 [8]. Choosing the direction
d =&f .(x) of steepest descent of f at x, we start a backtracking
line search in direction d with initial t = 1 and accept S(x) =
x + t (x)d , where t (x) is the first step length satisfying the
Armijo condition. Then t (x) is not necessarily a continuous
function of x, but condition (ii) is satisfied. This method fails
for nonsmooth f, and an alternative is given below.

Theorem 5.1. Let the sequence of iterates xk be generated by
the descent step generator S(·, ·), that is, xk+1 = S(xk, gk),

Fig. 1. Mass–spring system.

where the memory elements gk are in a bounded set. Then every
accumulation point of the sequence xk is a critical point.

Proof. Let xk , k ( K be a subsequence of the sequence of
iterates converging to x̄. Assume without loss that gk ' ḡ, for
some ḡ, passing if necessary to a sub-subsequence. Notice that
S(·, ·) is a descent method, that is, f (xk) , f (xk+1) , f (xk.),
where k. is the successor of k in K. Therefore f (xk+1) '
f (x̄), and hence f (xk) & f (xk+1) ' 0.

Now suppose x̄ is not critical. Choose 0, * as in axiom (ii)
with respect to x̄ and ḡ. Then f (xk) & f (xk+1) = f (xk) &
f (S(xk, gk)) , * for k , k0, because xk ( B(x̄, 0) and gk (
B(ḡ, 0) for k , k0. This contradicts f (xk)&f (xk+1) ' 0. $

Note that convergence toward a critical point may appear
a weak certificate, but experience in numerical optimization
shows that in practice solutions are almost always local minima
[8]. The question is now how to construct descent step genera-
tors for functions of the form !1-F and !1,)-F . In [3] we have
discussed two memoryless descent step generators. Here, we
discuss an extension of the method in [12], first to nonconvex
!1 -F , then to the semi-infinite case. Just as [12], the method in
[10,20] and its extension to the nonconvex case [19] use non-
polyhedral inner approximations of the 0-subdifferential of !1,
but [12] includes information from past iterates by maintaining
an aggregate subgradient from previous iterates.

At the given iterate, x, we consider two local models of
f = !1 - F at x:

f̂ (y) = !1(F (x) + F .(x)(y & x)),

f̂G(x)(y) = max
G(G(x)

G • (F (x) + F .(x)(x & y)),

where G(x) = {1G# + QYQT : 1 + Tr(Y ) = 1, 1 , 0, Y!0}.
Here G# is the aggregate subgradient of !1, to be specified later,
while the columns of Q form a truncated basis of k eigenvectors
of F(x), that is, QTF(x)Q=diag(!1, . . . , !k) with QTQ= Ik .
Notice that every QYQT is a subgradient of !1 at F(x), which
means F .(x)"G(x) 0 !f (x). In consequence, f̂G(x) # f̂ , be-
cause f̂ (y)= supG(!!1(F (x))G• (F (x)+F .(x)(y &x)). Notice
that by adding new elements G ( !!1(F (x)) to G(x), we im-
prove the approximation f̂G(x) of f̂ . Notice that in the convex
case, where F is an affine operator, we have F(y) = F(x) +
F .(x)(y & x), so here f̂ = f . In the general nonconvex case,
f̂ is only an approximation of f. In order to improve the approx-
imation of f by f̂ , we have to restrict y to a sufficiently small
ball B(x, r), where r > 0 is the trust region radius.
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Fig. 2. Analysis of standard H) controller.

Descent step generator S(x, g) for !1 - F .

Input: current x and aggregate subgradient G#.
Output: x+ := S(x, g), (G#)+.
Fix 0 < 1 < 1

2 , 0 < 2 < 1.
1. Initialize r = 1 and choose k and orthonormal basis Q

of the first k eigenvalues of F(x).
2. For given r > 0, solve min1x&y1# r f̂G(x)(y), solution

is x̂. Find Ĝ = 1̂G# + QŶQT

where the supremum f̂G(x)(x̂) is attained.
3. If f̂ (x̂) & f (x)#1(f̂G(x)(x̂) & f (x)) then put x̂ on

store and go to step 5. Otherwise
4. Update G(x) by updating aggregate subgradient G#

as (G#)+ = 1̂G# + QŶQT. Go back to step 2.
5. Check whether f (x̂) & f (x) < 2(f̂ (x̂) & f (x)). If

this is the case accept x+ = x̂. Otherwise
replace r by r/2 and go back to step 2.

Reference [12] studies the convex case f =f̂ and therefore uses
only the test in step 3 and the updating mechanism in step 4,
which improves the approximation f̂G(x) by modifying G(x).
The authors of [12] use an even more sophisticated update
of G# in cases where Ŷ is large, but this is not mandatory
in typical control applications. The test in step 5 is not used
in [12], where the authors keep r fixed. It becomes necessary
because f is nonconvex. Appropriate ways of choosing Q and
k in step 1 have been discussed in [20,19,3], so we do not
go into details here. Notice that steps 1–4 create output which
varies continuously with respect to a change of the data. What

makes our descent step generator discontinuous is step 5, where
r is updated and finally chosen within the set {2&k : k , 1}.
This discrete element of the procedure destroys continuity, but
fortunately property (ii) is still satisfied. Typically, what may
happen is that for a given datum (x, g), the solution test in step
4 is passed for the first time at r =2&k , but for a nearby (x., g.),
one needs one additional reduction, so that the r . = 2&k&1 may
be obtained. The situation is similar to what happens in the case
of a line search, when a step size t ( {2&k : k , 1} is picked.
See [3] and in particular [23, pp. 223–224].

Finally, we need to extend the descent step generator to the
semi-infinite case f = !1,) - F . We use the following ob-
servation. Computing f (x) provides the finite set of active
frequencies &(x). For a finite extension & of &(x), that is
&(x) 0 &, let f&(y) := max$(& !1(F (y, $)), then f& #f and
f&(x) = f&(x)(x) = f (x). Each f& is a maximum eigenvalue
function !1 - F&, where F& is block diagonal with the finitely
many F(·, $), $ ( & as blocks. So f& admits a descent step
generator S&(·, ·) by the above construction. We finally have
the following

Descent step generator for f = !1,) - F .

Fix 0 < 3 < 1.
1. Compute f (x) and detect active frequencies &(x).
2. Select an extended set of frequencies &e(x), for

instance by setting a threshold 3f (x) < f (x), and
taking a griding &e(x) of
the zone of those $ where 3f (x) < f (x, $)#f (x).

3. Generate descent step S&e(x)(x, g) and return it.
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Fig. 3. Initial FDI curve. ‘*’ Selected frequencies in extended set.

This semi-infinite descent step generator has already been an-
alyzed in [1], where a memoryless descent step generator S(x)

is used. The analysis of the present case follows similar lines
and justifies theoretically what according to our previous expe-
rience works well in practice. In order to assure property (ii), it
suffices to select the griding &e(x) in such a way that it varies
continuously with a change of the datum x, which is possible
in a neighborhood of a local minimum x!. For details we refer
to [1]. The outlined selection of extended frequencies &e(x)

has been tested and shown to work well in H)-, multidisk, and
multiband synthesis, and we recommend it for IQC synthesis
based on that experience.

6. Illustration

In this section, a brief illustration of the proposed tech-
niques is presented. Let us consider the mass–spring system
shown in Fig. 1. This is a small size example whose dynam-
ics comprise two flexible modes. A difficulty lies in the pres-
ence of parametric uncertainties in the mass m2 and stiffness
k. Nominal synthesis techniques typically fail on this type of
problem as uncertainties are not taken into account and con-
trollers tend to inverse the badly damped dynamics of the plant.
The lack of collocation between the control input u and the
measurement y = x2 is a second source of difficulty. Note
that similar benchmarks have previously been studied in the
literature [24].

Nominal parameter values are:

m1 = m2 = 0.5 kg; k = 1 N/m; f = 0.0025 Ns/m. (20)

Measurement y = x2 must track a reference signal yref , typ-
ically a step input. Performance specification is a settling
time of about 4 s for the step response. Performance should
be robust with respect to relative parameter variations *k

and *m2 of ±30% on k and m2, respectively. The plant,
augmented by the uncertainty channel, is described in lin-
ear fractional transformation (LFT) format and is given in
state-space as

(21)
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Fig. 5. Analysis of final robust controller.

with uncertainty channel:

(
w"k

w"m2

)
=

(*k 0

0 *m2

) (
z"k

z"m2

)
. (22)

The problem is solved using a classical mixed-sensitivity for-
mulation [25, pp. 130–141]

min
K(s)

4444
,

G,

4444
)

where , := (I & KG)&1. (23)
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In order to illustrate the lack of robustness of nominal synthesis,
a standard H) synthesis with the same performance channel is
computed. The resulting compensator is analyzed through four
conventional graphical tools:

• a root locus (upper-left plot) to diagnose pole-zero cancella-
tions;

• a Nichols plot (upper-right plot) to evaluate classical stability
margins;

• a stability domain (lower-left plot) which displays the stabil-
ity region in the parameter plane (dotted area). The square
corresponds to the prescribed parameter variations of ±30%
and should be contained in the dotted area when robust sta-
bility is achieved;

• closed-loop step responses (lower-right plot) for all models in
the uncertainty set (*k, *m2) ( {&30, 0, 30} " {&30, 0, 30}.

As seen in Fig. 2, the standard H) controller is not satisfac-
tory in this example, which motivates computing a robust con-
troller using the method of Section 4.3. The uncertainty chan-
nel is now incorporated into the design, and correspondingly,
suitable multipliers are defined, see (18). In this preliminary
study we have used simple constant multipliers as discussed in
4.3. The synthesis problem is cast as in (9), where both con-
troller K and multiplier # are the design variables. Note that
the previously computed H) controller will serve as an ini-
tial stabilizing solution for the algorithm. A simple safeguard is
used to maintain closed-loop stability in the course of the algo-
rithm of Section 5 by setting f (x)=!1,) -F(x)=+) when-
ever K is not stabilizing. The multiplier # in (18) is initialized
with S = I , G = 0 and - = 3. The extended set of frequen-
cies introduced is Section 5 is obtained by griding frequency
intervals where function values exceed 80% of the peak value.
The initial FDI function !1 - F(K, #, j$) is shown in Fig. 3,
which also indicates the frequencies which were selected to
construct the extended set &e(x) for the descent step generator
of f = !1,) - F . The algorithm reaches a negative peak for f
after 31 iterations and converges to a local minimum after 88
iterations leading to the FDI curve with strictly negative peak
value in Fig. 4. Note that running the algorithm to comple-
tion is neither necessary nor advisable in this application since
only a strictly feasible solution to the FDI is required. This can
certainly be exploited to reduce the computational overhead.
Frequency- and time-domain analyses of the computed robust
controller are displayed in Fig. 5.

7. Conclusion

We have used nonsmooth analysis to establish useful differ-
ential properties of FDIs arising in IQC theory. The proposed
framework is general and can handle a broad class of IQCs in-
cluding those with rational or even more general dynamic mul-
tipliers. Moreover, both control system analysis and synthesis
are covered by our theory. A new nonsmooth bundle-type
algorithm with memory has been developed and its conver-
gence has been established.

As illustrated on a simple benchmark problem, and in ac-
cordance with our preliminary testing in H) synthesis [3] and
some of its variants [1,4], the proposed approach appears very
promising, particularly so for problems where the state dimen-
sion is an issue.
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